Strategic Maneuvers
High-ranking generals and admirals earn their stars. They earn their stripes. Then, they
earn their cash. New research by Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW)
found 70 percent (or 76) of the 108 three-and-four star generals and admirals who retired
between 2009 and 2011 took jobs with defense contractors or consultants. In at least a few
cases, the retirees have continued to advise the Department of Defense while on the payroll of
defense contractors, suggesting the Pentagon may not always be receiving unbiased counsel.
The retired generals and admirals moving into the private sector in general do not appear
to be breaking any rules. Nonetheless, their heavily traveled path through the military-industrial
complex continues to raise important questions about the intersection of national security and the
interests of private companies that stand to make billions of dollars.
A 2010 Boston Globe investigation revealed the number of retired three-and-four star
generals and admirals moving into lucrative defense industry jobs rose from less than 50 percent
between 1994 and 1998 to a stratospheric 80 percent between 2004 and 2008, findings that
brought new scrutiny to the revolving door.1 CREW’s research shows the number of high-level
retirees taking those jobs has since ticked down, though the vast majority of retiring generals and
admirals continue to sign on with defense contractors vying for their services.
Every year, the Pentagon awards hundreds of billions of dollars in contracts to the
defense industry.2 Retired generals, with their strong relationships, robust contact lists, and
insider knowledge, are valuable assets in the competition for contracts and can easily make more
than their base pay – currently $164,221 per year for a three-star general and $179,700 for a
four-star general – by serving on a single corporate board.3 A recent study found that when a
defense company announced the hiring of a former defense department political appointee, on
average, the company’s stock price increased.4 The relationship was statistically weak but
positive, suggesting investors believe such hires bring benefits.5
In 2011 alone, the Department of Defense committed to spending nearly $100 billion
with the five largest defense contractors - Lockheed Martin, Boeing, General Dynamics,
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Raytheon, and Northrop Grumman.6 At least nine of the top-level generals and admirals who
retired between 2009 and 2011 took positions with those five companies. In addition, 12
generals who retired during that period have gone on to work for Burdeshaw Associates, a “renta-general” consulting firm specializing in helping companies obtain defense contracts. 7
Burdeshaw’s clients have included Northrop Grumman.8
Further, CREW found some retired generals and admirals work for defense contractors
while they continue to advise the Pentagon. Both Gen. James Cartwright, who retired from the
U. S. Marine Corps on September 1, 2011 after serving as vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and Adm. Gary Roughead, who retired from the Navy in 20119 after serving as the chief of
naval operations, were appointed to the Defense Policy Board on October 4, 2011.10 The board’s
charter mandates that it provide the secretary of defense “with independent, informed advice and
opinion concerning major matters of defense policy.”11
Gen. Cartwright, shortly after his retirement, was elected to the Raytheon Co. board of
directors.12 Raytheon, a public company that reports director compensation, disclosed paying
each of its non-employee directors an $85,000 annual cash retainer in 2011, as well as a $1,500
meeting fee for each board or committee meeting attended in person or by teleconference.13 In
addition, directors received $120,000 worth of restricted stock grants in 2011.14 Gen. Cartwright
is also on the board of advisors of TASC, Inc.,15 a former subsidiary of Northrop Grumman that
advises military agencies,16 and a member of the U.S. federal advisory board of Accenture
Federal Services.17
Less than four months after his retirement, Adm. Roughead joined Northrop Grumman’s
board, for which he is paid $115,000 per year.18 Northrop Grumman, a public company that
reports director compensation, will also pay him an additional $10,000 per year for serving on
the board’s audit committee, and he receives an annual grant of $130,000 in deferred stock.19
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Adm. Roughead also sits on the strategic advisory council of The SI Organization,20 a systems
engineering and integration company previously owned by Lockheed Martin.21
Public Expertise to the Private Sector
In some cases the revolving door spun quickly, with senior military officers retiring and
almost immediately taking industry jobs related to their military work. For instance, Vice Adm.
David Dorsett was the deputy chief of naval operations for information dominance and the
director of naval intelligence, which included cybersecurity responsibilities.22 On August 1,
2011, apparently the same day Adm. Dorsett officially retired,23 Northrop Grumman announced
his appointment as vice president of cybersecurity.24 Then, in March 2012, Northrop Grumman
announced a $16.3 million contract to provide cybersecurity and information operations support
to several Navy organizations, including Fleet Cyber Command and Navy Information
Operations Command Norfolk. 25
Lt. Gen. David Deptula retired from the Air Force on October 1, 2010, after serving as
the deputy chief of staff for intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.26 A few months later,
Mav6 LLC, a defense contractor, announced Lt. Gen. Deptula would be its new chief executive
officer and managing director.27 On March 14, 2011,28 Mav6 signed an $86.2 million contract29
with the Air Force to develop an unmanned airship designed for “persistent intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance missions.”30 The Air Force cancelled the airship program
earlier this year after it ran into delays and accumulated cost overruns.31 Lt. Gen. Deptula is also
an associate at Burdeshaw & Associates,32 has consulted for Northrop Grumman,33 and is on the
strategic advisory council of the SI Organization.34
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Lt. Gen. Robert Dail retired from the Army on January 1, 2009, after serving as the
director of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).35 In March 2009, Lt. Gen. Dail became
president of Supreme Group USA, a then-new offshoot of the global logistics services company
Supreme Group.36 Since 2005, Supreme Foodservice, another part of the Supreme Group, has
been paid at least $6.8 billion under a contract with the DLA to supply food to U.S. and coalition
troops in Afghanistan.37 The Pentagon says the company overcharged it by hundreds of millions
of dollars, and began pressing it for a $756.9 million refund in December 2011.38 Despite the
dispute, the company’s contract was renewed during Lt. Gen. Dail’s time at Supreme Group, and
in June 2012, the company was awarded an additional $1.5 billion contract to ease the transition
to a new vendor.39 The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee’s Subcommittee
on National Security, Homeland Defense, and Foreign Operations is investigating the contract.40
A lawyer for Supreme Group said Lt. Gen. Dail was not involved with granting the contract
while at DLA.41 Both Lt. Gen. Dail and the Supreme Group lawyer said Lt. Gen. Dail has not
participated in negotiations with the agency over the food contracts since joining Supreme.42
Lt. Gen. Dail is also on the board of directors of ADS Tactical Inc., another DLA
contractor.43 In public disclosures filed before a planned initial public offering (IPO), ADS said
it intended to offer directors – including Lt. Gen. Dail – a $40,000 cash retainer and $100,000 in
equity.44 Lt. Gen. Dail also served on the boards of three other companies: government
consulting company LMI,45 consulting firm Nat’l Security Associates Worldwide,46 and
communications technology vendor iDirect Government Technologies.47
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Revolving Door Lobbyists
The revolving door is, of course, not limited to generals and admirals. CREW’s research
shows defense companies also covet lobbyists with backgrounds in appropriations and strong
connections on the Hill. CREW analyzed the employment history of in-house lobbyists
registered on behalf of Lockheed Martin, Boeing, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, and General
Dynamics as of the first quarter of 2012 and found at least 68 percent had prior public sector
experience. Nearly half of the 84 lobbyists had worked for Congress. In addition, 21 percent, or
18 lobbyists, had worked for a federal agency. Of those lobbyists with experience on the Hill,
roughly a third – 14 lobbyists - had worked for either the House or Senate Appropriations
Committees, the powerful panels responsible for directing billions of dollars in government
spending. There were also other connections to the appropriations committees: of the 16
lobbyists who worked directly for members of Congress, seven had worked for members of the
appropriations committees.
The five companies spend millions of dollars on federal lobbying every year, and receive
billions of dollars in federal contracts. Lobbying records show their collective spending on
lobbying increased by nearly 40 percent between 2007 and 2011, skyrocketing from $44.6
million to $62.3 million. Over the same period, the total amount of dollars committed to them in
federal contracts increased by roughly 13 percent, growing from $100.61 billion in fiscal year
2007 to $113.28 billion in fiscal year 2011.48
The five companies spent roughly $33 million lobbying during the first half of this year,
indicating a likely overall increase for 2012 as well. As defense contractors step up the fight
against planned budget cuts, well-connected lobbyists and senior military personnel are likely to
become even more valuable.
Lots of Loopholes
The Pentagon has rules meant to address conflicts of interest by retirees, but independent
studies have found they are riddled with loopholes.49 For example, retiring flag and general
officers are subject to a one-year cooling-off period barring them from contacting anyone in the
agencies they most recently worked at with the intent to influence.50 Nothing, however, prevents
them from offering behind-the-scenes advice to business colleagues who can contact employees
in their former agencies.51
Such influence is hard to track. In 2008, Congress required senior defense acquisition
officials to seek guidance from ethics officials before accepting compensation from a defense
contractor.52 The department was required to create a centralized database containing copies of
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the ethics opinions,53 but has refused to make it publicly available.54 A June 2010 report by the
defense department’s inspector general found that 219 such opinions had been issued, the most
recent number available.55
In 2009, Congress directed the Defense Department Panel on Contracting Integrity to
assess the Pentagon’s post-retirement policies and determine whether they “adequately protect
the public interest without unreasonably limiting the future employment options of former
Department of Defense personnel.”56 The panel concluded existing conflict of interest laws were
sufficient, but the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA), which reviewed the
panel’s findings, criticized the defense department’s methodology and analysis and concluded
the panel’s study didn’t persuasively show the existing rules were adequate to protect the public
interest. 57 For example, the NAPA review found the defense department failed to address how
the existing restrictions adequately address the behind-the-scenes problem.58
As Congress stares down the possibility of massive cuts to the defense budget,
contractors are scrambling to position themselves on the winning side, making high-ranking
generals and admirals and experienced lobbyists even more of a valuable commodity. That
means the revolving door is unlikely to stop spinning anytime soon.
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Methodology
CREW filed a request under the Freedom of Information Act for the names and retirement dates
of three-and-four star admirals and generals who retired from the Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps in 2009, 2010, and 2011. CREW researchers then used news articles, social media
profiles, press releases, federal contracting records, and other publicly available information to
identify post-retirement jobs taken by those high-ranking generals and admirals and determine
whether their new employers were defense contractors or consultants.
CREW relied upon Federal Procurement Database System (FPDS) reports about the top 100
federal contractors to determine the largest defense contractors, and drew the names of registered
lobbyists for those companies from first quarter 2012 lobbying reports filed in the lobbying
information database maintained by the Senate Office of Public Records in its online Lobbying
Disclosure Act Database. To determine the past employment of the lobbyists, CREW
researchers used lobbying reports, news articles, official biographies, press releases, and
revolving door information assembled by Legistorm Pro and the Center for Responsive Politics.
CREW researchers also used lobbying data from the Senate’s Lobbying Disclosure Act Database
to determine the total amounts spent on lobbying by the top five defense contractors from 2007
until 2012. CREW relied upon campaign contribution data tracked by the Center for Responsive
Politics. The center’s totals for each company include contributions of $200 or more given by
company political action committees and individuals associated with the company to federal
candidates.
CREW used an analysis of FPDS data by the Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) to determine the total amounts of money obligated to the top defense contractors in fiscal
year 2011. CSIS reported its totals in FY 2011 dollars.
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Boeing
Registered lobbyists as of first quarter 2012: 25
Revolving door lobbyists: 21
Amount spent on lobbying since 2007: $86.93 million
Campaign contributions since 2008 cycle: $7.58 million1
Top congressional recipients of campaign contributions during the 2012 election cycle:
Rep. Buck McKeon (R-CA), Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX), Sen. Maria Cantwell (D-WA)
Total dollars obligated to Boeing for Defense Department contracts in 2011: $20.49 billion
Boeing’s lobbying spending increased from $10.64 million in 2007 to $15.91 million in 2011, a
jump of roughly 50 percent. The company spent $4 million lobbying in the first quarter of 2012
and has reported lobbying on a host of issues, including cyber security, missile defense
programs, and space launch vehicles. Of the 21 Boeing lobbyists with public sector experience:
 Five worked for the House Appropriations Committee;
 One worked for the Senate Appropriations Committee;
 One worked for the Senate Small Business and Entrepreneurship Committee;
 Two worked for members of Congress who sat on one of the appropriations committees;
 Five worked for other members of Congress;
 Seven held other positions with the federal government, including jobs in the office of the
secretary of defense, the office of the secretary of the Army, and the Commerce and
Transportation Departments. Tim Keating, Boeing’s senior vice president for
government operations, was the staff director for the White House legislative affairs
office during the Clinton administration.2
As of first quarter 2012, 13 outside firms were also registered to lobby on Boeing’s behalf. The
list of outside firms includes Gephardt Group Government Affairs, the firm headed by former
House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt (D-MO). Boeing has paid Gephardt Group $1.65
million since 2008. Boeing also uses Shockey Scofield Solutions, a lobbying firm started in May
2011 by two former appropriations committee staff members that is affiliated with retired Gen.
Stanley McChrystal’s consulting firm.3 Gen. McChrystal is not a registered lobbyist. Boeing
has paid Shockey Scofield Solutions $160,000 since 2011.
So far, Boeing has contributed $2.31 million to federal candidates during the 2012 cycle. The
biggest congressional recipient is Rep. McKeon, the chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, who received $31,750.4 In addition, three of the top ten congressional recipients of
Boeing contributions – Sen. Cantwell, Rep. Norm Dicks (D-WA), and Rep. Adam Smith (DWA), the ranking member of House Armed Services5 – are from Washington state, where
Boeing employs more than 80,000 people.6 They received $26,875, $25,500, and $25,000,
respectively.
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General Dynamics
Registered lobbyists as of first quarter of 2012: 10
Revolving door lobbyists: 2
Amount spent on lobbying since 2007: $53.08 million
Campaign contributions since 2008 cycle: $4.79 million1
Top congressional recipients of campaign contributions during the 2012 election cycle: Rep.
Buck McKeon (R-CA), Sen. Scott Brown (R-MA), Rep. Jim Langevin (D-RI)
Total dollars obligated to General Dynamics for Defense Department contracts in 2011:
$17.98 billion
General Dynamics’ lobbying spending increased from $7.19 million in 2007 to $11.36 million in
2011, a jump of roughly 58 percent. However, the company spent $2.22 million lobbying in the
first quarter of 2012, a 22 percent decrease from the first quarter of 2011. The company reported
lobbying on appropriations for a wide range of programs, including shipbuilding, Army ground
vehicles, and defense intelligence programs. Of the two General Dynamics lobbyists with public
sector experience, one worked for a former representative from 1979 until 1986 and the other
was a Senate liaison for the Navy from 2005 until 2007.
As of first quarter 2012, 28 outside firms were also registered to lobby on General Dynamics’
behalf. The list of outside firms includes American Defense International and Prime Policy
Group. General Dynamics also uses Shockey Scofield Solutions, a lobbying firm started in May
2011 by two former appropriations committee staff members that is affiliated with retired Gen.
Stanley McChrystal’s consulting firm.2 Gen. McChrystal is not a registered lobbyist. General
Dynamics has paid Shockey Scofield Solutions $110,000 since 2011.
So far, General Dynamics has contributed $1.43 million to federal candidates during the 2012
cycle. The biggest congressional recipient is Rep. McKeon, the chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, who received $36,000.3 Sen. Brown, recipient of the second-largest
amount, is a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee and took credit in August 2012
for intervening with the Department of Defense to save 100 jobs at a General Dynamics facility
in Massachusetts.4 He received $27,700 from the company. The third-largest recipient, Rep.
Langevin, a member of the House Armed Services Committee, received $24,850.5 He has
worked to maintain funding for General Dynamics projects in his district.6
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Lockheed Martin
Registered lobbyists as of first quarter 2012: 26
Revolving door lobbyists: 18
Amount spent on lobbying since 2007: $74.23 million
Campaign contributions since 2008 cycle: $ 8.03 million1
Top congressional recipients of campaign contributions during the 2012 election cycle: Rep.
Buck McKeon (R-CA), Rep. Kay Granger (R-TX), Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL)
Total dollars obligated to Lockheed Martin for Defense Department contracts in 2011:
$35.76 billion
Lockheed Martin’s lobbying spending increased from $9.76 million in 2007 to $15.1 million in
2011, a jump of roughly 54 percent. The company spent $3.96 million lobbying in the first
quarter of 2012, a 25 percent increase over first quarter 2011, and reported lobbying on issues
including shipbuilding, Navy radar programs, and contractor compensation. Of the 18 Lockheed
Martin lobbyists with public sector experience:
 Four worked for the House Appropriations Committee;
 Two worked for members of Congress who sat on one of the appropriations committees;
 One worked for the Senate Homeland and Governmental Affairs Committee, one
worked for the Senate Budget Committee, one worked for the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence, and one worked for the secretary of the Senate;
 Eight held other positions with the federal government, including jobs in the Department
of Defense, the National Reconnaissance Office, and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Gwendolyn Brown, now a registered lobbyist for Lockheed
Martin, was a deputy assistant secretary of defense during the Clinton administration.2
As of first quarter 2012, 25 outside firms were also registered to lobby on Lockheed Martin’s
behalf. The list of outside firms includes the Podesta Group, the Glover Park Group, and Van
Scoyoc Associates.
So far, Lockheed Martin has contributed $2.45 million to federal candidates during the 2012
cycle. The biggest congressional recipient is Rep. McKeon, the chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, who received $64,250.3 Rep. Granger, who received $62,700, is the second
largest recipient. Rep. Granger’s former chief of staff, Robert Head, is now a lobbyist for the
company.4 Sen. Nelson, the third top congressional recipient, received $37,750. Lockheed
Martin is the largest defense contractor in Florida.5
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Northrop Grumman
Registered lobbyists as of first quarter 2012: 10
Revolving door lobbyists: 7
Amount spent on lobbying since 2007: $83.85 million
Campaign contributions since 2008 cycle: $6.19 million1
Top congressional recipients of campaign contributions during the 2012 election cycle: Rep.
Buck McKeon (R-CA), Rep. John Boehner (R-OH), Rep. Dutch Ruppersberger (D-MD)
Total dollars obligated to Northrop Grumman for Defense Department contracts in 2011:
$11.88 billion
Northrop Grumman’s lobbying spending increased from $10.88 million in 2007 to $12.77
million in 2011, a jump of roughly 17 percent. The company spent $4.07 million lobbying in the
first quarter of 2012, a 51 percent increase over first quarter 2011, and reported lobbying on
issues including cybersecurity, the joint tactical radio system, and the Virginia class submarine.
Of the seven Northrop Grumman lobbyists with public sector experience:
 Three worked for the Senate Appropriations Committee;
 Three worked for members of Congress, including two who sat on one of the
appropriations committees;
 One is a former senior procurement executive for the General Services Administration.
As of first quarter 2012, 13 outside firms were also registered to lobby on Northrop Grumman’s
behalf, including law firm Patton Boggs. Northrop Grumman also uses Shockey Scofield
Solutions, a lobbying firm started in May 2011 by two former appropriations committee staff
members that is affiliated with retired Gen. Stanley McChrystal’s consulting firm.2 Gen.
McChrystal is not a registered lobbyist. Northrop Grumman has paid Shockey Scofield Solutions
$220,000 since 2011.
So far, Northrop Grumman has contributed $2.42 million to federal candidates during the 2012
cycle. The biggest congressional recipient is Rep. Buck McKeon (R-CA), the chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee, who received $50,500.3 In 2011, shortly after Rep. McKeon
assumed the chairmanship, the Armed Services Committee hired Thomas MacKenzie, a
Northrop Grumman vice president and lobbyist.4 Shortly before Mr. MacKenzie left Northrop
Grumman to work for the committee, the company paid him a $498,334 bonus roughly equal to
his annual salary.5 The second biggest congressional recipient of Northrop Grumman
contributions is Speaker of the House Boehner, who received $32,000. Rep. Ruppersberger, the
third largest congressional recipient, represents parts of Anne Arundel County, where Northrop
Grumman is the largest private employer.6 He received $30,400.
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Congressional Staffer Shaping Military Policy, Republic Report, June 11, 2012.
5
Id.
6
http://www.aaedc.org/top_employers.html.
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Raytheon
Registered lobbyists as of first quarter 2012: 13
Revolving door lobbyists: 9
Amount spent on lobbying since 2007: $36.84 million
Campaign contributions since 2008 cycle: $5.85 million1
Top congressional recipients of campaign contributions during the 2012 election cycle: Sen.
Scott Brown (R-MA), Rep. Buck McKeon (R-CA), Rep. Jim Langevin (D-RI)
Total dollars obligated to Raytheon for Defense Department contracts in 2011: $13.57
billion
Raytheon’s lobbying spending increased from $6.15 million in 2007 to $7.15 million in 2011, a
jump of roughly 16 percent. The company spent $1.52 million lobbying in the first quarter of
2012, a 2 percent increase over first quarter 2012, and has reported lobbying on issues including
missile defense, shipbuilding, and sensors and radars. Of the nine Raytheon lobbyists with
public sector experience:
 One worked for both the House Appropriations Committee and a member of Congress
who served on the committee;
 Four worked for members of Congress, including two who served on the House Armed
Services Committee;
 Two worked on the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee;
 One worked on the Senate Select Committee for Intelligence and one worked for the
Senate Finance Committee.
As of first quarter 2012, 18 outside firms were registered to lobby on Raytheon’s behalf. The list
of outside firms includes the Breaux Lott Leadership Group, a firm founded by former Sens.
John Breaux (D-LA) and Trent Lott (R-MS). Raytheon has paid Breaux Lott Leadership Group,
which is now owned by law firm Patton Boggs, $1.295 million since 2008.
So far, Raytheon has contributed $1.79 million to federal candidates during the 2012 cycle. The
Waltham, Mass.-based company has directed the most money to Sen. Brown, a member of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, who has received $62,900.2 The second largest
congressional recipient of Raytheon contributions, Rep. McKeon, is the chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee.3 He received $24,000. The third top recipient of Raytheon
contributions, Rep. Langevin, who received $14,900, is a founder and co-chair of the
Congressional Cybersecurity Caucus.4

1

All contributions are as of September 20, 2012.
http://www.armed-services.senate.gov/about/committee-members.cfm.
3
http://armedservices.house.gov/index.cfm/members.
4
http://cybercaucus.langevin.house.gov/
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